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The #1 Best Selling Dallas Moving Guide is now available for Kindle through  Get your copy of the

best guide to Dallas, Texas from Kieran Green! In Moving to Dallas: A Guide for Non-Tourists you

will find everything you need to know about Dallas Texas. This book will take you from a complete

tourist to a local in no time. Before you take the large plunge of packing your life possessions

together and making a move to a new location, it is important that you really know everything there

is to know about your destination. This is the point of Moving to Dallas: A Guide for Non-Tourists

Kieran Green has done all of the heavy lifting for you in his moving guide. The book will talk about

topics ranging from: property taxes to the flow of wind. Not only will Dallas's transportation options

be outlined in detail this book will inform you about schooling options as well. Don't know the best

neighborhoods to choose? Well, do not worry because you will learn all the best places to live and

you will even find out some of the hidden restaurants in these neighborhoods. Are you a music fan?

Well Dallas is home to some great festivals and concerts. Here is a Preview of What You Will Learn:

 A History of Dallas, Texas Typical Housing and Rental Rates Costs of Utilities Best Neighborhoods

Entertainment Options The Best Colleges Much, much more!  Pick up this book today and get ready

for your move to Dallas Texas! Related Searches: Dallas tx, Dallas texas, texas travel guide,

moving to Dallas texas, texas travel guide
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A self proclaimed back-road wanderer Kieran Loves nothing more that helping people who travel.



His first book Moving to Austin: A Guide For Non-Tourists was an instant hit. He is the creator and

author behind the "Guides For Non-Tourists" Series. Kieran's interest include travel and fine dining.

After Kieran has conquered every American city and has helped as many people as possible have

an easy moving transition. He is looking to conquer the major world cities and not only help mover's

domestically but also help those abroad.

It was what it was. I hoped it would look better on the inside but I gave it as a gift to someone

moving.. it was kind of blah. Hope they found it interesting, at least. I liked the cover but inside had

no artwork, not even any pictures.. just plain beige with black font.. a picture or two would've been

nice for a book about moving to a new area. But - it shipped quickly, was cheap, and you can email

the publisher for more info.. so not too shabby..

One of the challenge when you transfer to Dallas is the transportation. I got this book and I figured

Dallas in no time. It taught me where to go from shopping malls, to health care center and many

more. For someone who's considering to move to Dallas I recommend that you grab this book first

to do away with the hassles when your there.

I thought this book was a quick easy read. Mentions the nuts and bolts to get you started which is

what most people need. I would add sections on Uptown and the West End.

The wikipedia entry on Dallas is more informative--and may actually be longer than this book. All in

all, this is a self-published product that merely scratches the surface of each issue it engages. It's

unclear why the author wrote this book or who the actual audience is. She finishes by inviting

readers to download all her other books for free--I think this book should have been free. It's really

hard to imagine how the other 5-star reviews are anyone other than family or friends of the author.

I'm sorry to write such a negative review, but  buyers should be aware before spending their money.

This just wasn't what I expected: I thought that this would be a thick book with pictures and such,

but it's very thin and completely black and white text.

Do not buy this book. It's terrible.

Gift for a coworker. Went over well.



Too small. Not indept.
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